Revised. Amendments from Version 1
==================================

This revision has addressed the concerns raised by the reviewers of this article. Following are the details:   Minor changes including typos like 'gaussian'- \> 'Gaussian', 'prior masking' -\> 'prior to masking' etc. have been performed according to Prof. Norris's comments. It has been explicitly mentioned that 'axial' slices were acquired. Moreover, the conversion of units from 'FWHM' to 'cycles/mm' has been properly referred to. The probable reason for auditory decoding performing better than visual decoding is also discussed in the Results and Conclusion section.   In order to address Dr. Pernet's comments, explicit mentions in the manuscript have been made to highlight the use of inclusion of temporal derivatives in the design matrix. In addition, the appropriateness of applying repeated random sampling instead of leave-one-out cross validation is also discussed in the manuscript.

Introduction
============

We recently reported ^[@ref-1]^ that spatial band-pass filtering of 7 Tesla BOLD fMRI data boosts accuracy of decoding visual orientations from human V1. We observed this result in comparison to data without any dedicated spatial filtering applied, and spatially low-pass filtered data -- a typical preprocessing strategy for BOLD fMRI. This effect was present across a range of tested spatial acquisition resolutions, ranging from 0.8 mm to 2 mm isotropic voxel size (Figure 4 in [@ref-1]). The bandpass spatial filtering procedure was performed by a difference-of-Gaussians (DoG) filter similar to Supplementary Figure 5 in [@ref-1]. The frequency bands indicated the presence of orientation-related signal in a wide range of spatial frequencies as indicated by above-chance decoding performance for nearly all tested bands. Maximum decoding performance was observed for a band of 5--8 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM), indicating that low spatial frequency fMRI components also contribute to noise with respect to orientation discrimination.

This finding raises the question whether this reflects a specific property of early visual cortex and the particular stimuli used in [@ref-1], or whether it represents a more general aspect of BOLD fMRI data with implications for data preprocessing of decoding analyses. Here, we investigate this question by applying the identical analysis strategy from [@ref-1] to a different public 7 Tesla BOLD fMRI dataset ^[@ref-2]^, with the aim of decoding the musical genres of short audio clips from the early auditory cortex.

Methods
=======

As this study aims to replicate previously reported findings, by employing a previously published analysis strategy on an existing dataset, the full methodological details are not repeated here. Instead the reader is kindly referred to [@ref-2], [@ref-3] for comprehensive descriptions of the data, and to [@ref-1] for details on the analysis strategy and previous findings. Only key information and differences are reported below.

Stimulus and fMRI data
======================

Data were taken from a published dataset ^[@ref-2]^ which were repeatedly analyzed previously ^[@ref-4],\ [@ref-5]^, and publicly available from the [studyforrest.org](http://studyforrest.org/) project of 20 participants passively listening to five natural, stereo, high-quality music stimuli (6 s duration; 44.1 kHz sampling rate) for each of five different musical genres: 1) Ambient, 2) Roots Country 3) Heavy Metal, 4) 50s Rock'n'Roll, and 5) Symphonic, while fMRI data were recorded in a 7 Tesla Siemens scanner (1.4 mm isotropic voxel size, TR=2 s, matrix size 160 *×*160, 36 axial slices, 10% interslice gap). fMRI data were scanner-side corrected for spatial distortions ^[@ref-6]^. Stimulation timing and frequency were roughly comparable to [@ref-1]: 25 vs. 30 trials per run, 10 s vs. 8 s minimum inter-trial stimulus onset asynchrony in a low event-related design, 8 vs. 10 acquisition runs. Subject 20 was excluded from the analysis due to incomplete data.

Region of interest (ROI) localization
=====================================

Analogous to [@ref-1], ROIs were localized separately for each individual brain. ROIs were left and right transversetemporal gyri, as defined by the structural Desikan-Killiany atlas ^[@ref-7]^ from the previously published Freesurfer-based cortex parcellations for all *studyforrest.org* participants ^[@ref-3]^. This ROI approximates the location of primary auditory cortex, including Broadmann areas 41 and 42 ( [Figure 1A](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The average number of voxels in the ROI across participants was 1412 (std=357).

![( **A**) Localization of early auditory cortex (transversetemporal gyrus) as shown in coronal slice of a participant (sub-16). ( **B**) Confusion matrix showing the mean performance of the LinearCSVM classifier across all participants in decoding musical genres from early auditory cortex in spatially unfiltered data. ( **C**) Classification accuracy of decoding musical genres across different types and levels of spatial Gaussian filtering. The theoretical chance performance of 20% is shown by the dashed line. *This figure has been generated from original analysis of the dataset made publicly available ^[@ref-2]^ under the terms of the Public Domain Dedication and License.*](f1000research-7-15721-g0000){#f1}

fMRI data analysis
==================

Motion-corrected and distortion-corrected BOLD images from the publicly available dataset ^[@ref-2]^ were analyzed. Images for each participant, available from the dataset as the filename pattern of `sub*/BOLD/task002_run*/bold_dico_bold7Tp1_to_subjbold7Tp1.nii.gz` were already aligned across acquisition runs. Analogous to [@ref-1], BOLD images were masked to the defined bilateral ROI, and voxelwise BOLD response were univariately modelled for each run using the GLM implementation in NiPy \[v0.3; ^[@ref-8]^\] while accounting for serial correlation with an autoregressive term (AR1). The GLM design matrix included hemodynamic response regressors, one for each genre and its corresponding temporal derivatives for improved parameter estimation ^[@ref-9]^, six nuisance regressors for motion (translation and rotation), and polynomial regressors (up to 2nd-order) modeling temporal signal drift as regressors of no-interest. The *β* weights thus computed for each run were *Z*-scored per voxel. Multivariate decoding was performed on these *Z*-scored *β* weights using linear support vector machines \[SVM; PyMVPA's `LinearCSVMC` implementation of the LIBSVM classification algorithm; ^[@ref-10],\ [@ref-11]^ in a within-subject leave-one-run-out cross-validation of 5-way multi-class classification of musical genres. Leave-one-out cross-validation was performed in order to enable comparison with previous results although it has been recently argued that repeated random splits are a superior validation scheme ^[@ref-12]^. The hyper-parameter *C* of the SVM classifier was scaled to the norm of the data. Decoding was performed using the entire bilateral ROI.

In-line with [@ref-1], [@ref-13], complete BOLD images were spatially filtered prior to masking and GLM-modeling, as prior results suggest negligible impact of alternative filtering strategies (see Figure S4 in [@ref-1]). The magnitude of spatial filtering used is expressed in terms of the size of the Gaussian filter kernel(s) described by their FWHM in mm (a conversion of this unit to (cycles/mm) is shown in Supplementary Figure 5 in [@ref-1]). The `image_smooth()` function in the nilearn package ^[@ref-14]^ was used to implement all spatial smoothing procedures. The implementations of Gaussian *low-pass* (LP), and *high-pass* (HP) filters, as well as the DoG filters for *bandpass* (BP) and *bandstop* (BS) filtering are identical to those of ^[@ref-1]^ (1 mm FWHM filter size difference).

Results and conclusions
=======================

[Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean accuracy across 19 participants for classifying the genre of music clips from BOLD response patterns of bilateral early auditory cortex. Compared to visual orientation decoding from V1 ^[@ref-1]^, the mean accuracy of decoding musical genres without dedicated spatial filtering exhibits a substantially higher baseline (for 1.4 mm unfiltered data, mean orientation decoding accuracy was around 35%, whereas mean decoding of musical genres was at around 65%). However, the general pattern of accuracies across all filter sizes and filter types strongly resembles the results of orientation decoding from V1. The superior decoding performance here, in comparison to oriented gabor gratings used for visual decoding, could be the result of the richer naturalistic stimuli with features like pitch, timbre, and speech lead to more separable fMRI activation patterns across genres. LP filtering led to a steady decline of performance with increasing filter size, but does not reach chance level even with a 20 mm smoothing kernel. In contrast to LP filtering, HP filtered data yielded superior decoding results for filter sizes of 4 mm and larger. Congruent with [@ref-1], BP filtering led to maximum decoding accuracy in the ≈5--8 mm FWHM band. The accuracy achieved on BP filtered data at 6mm FWHM was significantly higher than that without any dedicated spatial filtering (McNemar test with continuity correction ^[@ref-15]^: *χ* ^2^=33.22, p\<10 ^*−*6^). BS filtering led to an approximately constant performance regardless of the base filter size, on the same level as with no dedicated spatial filtering.

In line with Gardumi *et al*. ^[@ref-16]^, these results suggest that BOLD response patterns informative for decoding musical genre from early auditory cortex are spatially distributed and are represented at different spatial scales. However, despite their broadband nature, relevant information seems to be concentrated in the spatial frequency band corresponding to a ≈5--8 mm DoG filter. Most notably, the present findings show a striking similarity to the visual orientation decoding accuracy patterns in V1 ^[@ref-1]^. The origin and spatial scale of signals beneficial for decoding BOLD response patterns are an intensely debated topic in the literature, and various studies have looked at this question in the context of anatomical or topographical structure of visual cortex ^[@ref-13],\ [@ref-17]--\ [@ref-19]^. There are substantial differences between the auditory and visual cortex in terms of anatomy, synaptic physiology, and the circuity of cortical layers and their connections with other cortical areas and subcortical nuclei ^[@ref-20]^. The present results indicate that these differences have little impact on the spatial characteristics of those BOLD signal components that are relevant for decoding visual orientation or genre of music. In summary, these findings call for further investigations of neural and physiological signals underlying decoding models that are common across sensory domains, and individual cortical areas. The increasing availability of diverse open brain imaging data can help to aid the evaluation of generality and validity of explanatory models.

Data and software availability
==============================

OpenFMRI.org: High-resolution 7-Tesla fMRI data on the perception of musical genres. Accession number: [ds000113b](https://openfmri.org/dataset/ds000113b/).

Article sources for 7-Tesla fMRI data on the perception of musical genres are available: [https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.18767](http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.18767) ^[@ref-21]^

"Forrest Gump" data release source code is available: [https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.18770](http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.18770) ^[@ref-22]^

The codes used in this study for analysis are made openly available: [https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1158836](http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1158836) ^[@ref-23]^
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This article explores the effect of spatial filtering on the decoding accuracy of BOLD fMRI data. The authors conclude that a spatial bandpass filter corresponding to a difference of Gaussians of 6mm improves the decoding accuracy.

Abstract: \'Reported evidence\' is clumsy phrasing how about something like \'previous research\'. Use of \'matches\' is also ambivalent: do you mean the analysis was similar or the results? Please state the main result and not just that it is similar to that obtained for V1.

Introduction: The term spatial frequency is used frequently, whereas the difference of Gaussians is described in terms of a FWHM. The units of spatial frequency are 1/mm, so if you are describing band pass filters, cut-offs etc in terms of spatial frequency then please convert to the correct units.

Stimulus and fMRI data: Please give slice orientation of fMRI acquisition. I believe it was axial, but Figure 1 could mislead people into thinking it was coronal.

Figure 1 caption: gaussian-\>Gaussian.

fMRI data analysis: prior masking -\> prior to masking

Results and Conclusions: These are given with little discussion. Why do you think the decoding accuracy is so much higher for music than for V1. Some discussion of existing literature would also be welcome, also of papers which do not reach the same conclusion as the authors (ref 1).
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**This article explores the effect of spatial filtering on the decoding accuracy of BOLD fMRI data. The authors conclude that a spatial bandpass filter corresponding to a difference of Gaussians of 6mm improves the decoding accuracy.**

**Abstract: \'Reported evidence\' is clumsy phrasing how about something like \'previous research\'. Use of \'matches\' is also ambivalent: do you mean the analysis was similar or the results? Please state the main result and not just that it is similar to that obtained for V1.**

The required phrases have been changed accordingly. 

**Introduction: The term spatial frequency is used frequently, whereas the difference of Gaussians is described in terms of a FWHM. The units of spatial frequency are 1/mm, so if you are describing band pass filters, cut-offs etc in terms of spatial frequency then please convert to the correct units.**

The unit of spatial frequency (FWHM) is kept unaltered in order to maintain parity with other previous publications. But a conversion of units to (cycles/mm) and the implementation of DoG filter is explained in Supplementary Figure 5 of  [[Sengupta et al. 2017]{.ul}](https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1053811916307625). It is now explicitly referred to in the manuscript. 

**Stimulus and fMRI data: Please give slice orientation of fMRI acquisition. I believe it was axial, but Figure 1 could mislead people into thinking it was coronal.**

The words 'axial slices' are now mentioned in the description of the acquisition protocol. 

**Figure 1 caption: gaussian-\>Gaussian.**

The change is incorporated into the manuscript. 

**fMRI data analysis: prior masking -\> prior to masking**

This change is done.

**Results and Conclusions: These are given with little discussion. Why do you think the decoding accuracy is so much higher for music than for V1. Some discussion of existing literature would also be welcome, also of papers which do not reach the same conclusion as the authors (ref 1).**

We thank the reviewer for pointing this point in the manuscript. These points are now discussed in the results and conclusion section.
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This is a good note, replicating previous results from vision to audition - and therefore showing that band-pass is an effective strategy, not specific to visual columns. 

Method: You set a GLM to get beta estimates per genre for each run, and use this (z-scored) for decoding. You mention that you included temporal derivatives, were these ones used in any form? (note you can also correct the hrf amplitude estimates using the temporal derivative https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3896880/)You used a within-subject leave-one-run-out cross-validation; as you know I\'m sure, Gael showed that LOO tends to be biased (https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.05201). If I understand correctly, that means that the classification is done with 7 betas per class, predict 1 (and rotate). Obviously, that is an issue as K-folds will lead to an even smaller number of beta to use. I don\'t know if that\'s addressable here, but worth mentioning the issue (and even better do an alternative sampling scheme if you think it\'s feasible).

I have read this submission. I believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have significant reservations, as outlined above.
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**This is a good note, replicating previous results from vision to audition - and therefore showing that band-pass is an effective strategy, not specific to visual columns. **

**Method:**

**    You set a GLM to get beta estimates per genre for each run, and use this (z-scored) for decoding. You mention that you included temporal derivatives, were these ones used in any form? (note you can also correct the hrf amplitude estimates using the temporal derivative https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3896880/)**

The GLM was performed in NiPy \[v0.3;8\] while accounting for serial correlation with an autoregressive term (AR1) and hrf modelling was set to be 'canonical with derivative'. The temporal derivatives were included in the model for a better estimation of the beta parameters. This is now explicitly mentioned in the manuscript with corresponding citation.

    

**    You used a within-subject leave-one-run-out cross-validation; as you know I\'m sure, Gael showed that LOO tends to be biased (https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.05201). If I understand correctly, that means that the classification is done with 7 betas per class, predict 1 (and rotate). Obviously, that is an issue as K-folds will lead to an even smaller number of beta to use. I don\'t know if that\'s addressable here, but worth mentioning the issue (and even better do an alternative sampling scheme if you think it\'s feasible).**

We thank the reviewer for raising this issue with the cross-validation procedure. We agree that the leave-one-out (LOO) cross validation that was performed in this analysis may be biased and repeated random sub-sampling of training set could address the issue. However it has to be noted that the LOO cross validation method was almost exclusively used in all auditory and visual decoding in prior publications. As rightly mentioned by the reviewer, this study is about 'replicating previous results from vision to audition' and hence we keep on performing leave-one-out cross validation for making a direct comparison. The caveats of LOO cross validation are now mentioned in the results and conclusion section.
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